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The Regulatory 
Assistance Project (RAP)

RAP is a global NGO providing technical and policy assistance to government 
officials and agency staff on energy and environmental issues. RAP is funded by 
several foundations and government agencies. RAP has worked in more than 20 
nations and 50 provinces and states, and now works closely with the European 
Climate Foundation in Brussels. 

Meg Gottstein is a Principal at RAP working on European Programmes

Formerly an Administrative Law Judge for the California PUC (utilities regulator) 
and policy advisor to the President Commissioner, Regional Program Manager with 
the US Department of Energy, consultant for the National Governor’s Association and 
policy analyst for the California Energy Commission. BA in Economics/German, 
Tufts University; Masters in Public Policy, Harvard University. 

Recent assignments include work with the UK Department of Energy and Climate 
Change, the ECF 2050 Roadmap Project, the US Western Climate Initiative, the 
California Public Utilities Commission and the Chilean Minister of Energy
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UK Support for Renewables: 
Three Distinct Phases

1) “Capacity auctions” (1990-1998): competitive auctions to 
establish a fixed price for output from renewables under  
long-term contracts, up to a maximum total capacity (MW)
 Essentially a “competitively bid” fixed FiT of very limited scope ($)

2) “Renewables obligation” (2002-present): obligation on 
suppliers to meet minimum % of total MWh sales from 
renewables, with market-determined price/contract terms 
 Has evolved to be very similar to a premium FiT

3) Electricity Market Reform:  Where to go from here? 

– Answer depends on Goals and Challenges 
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UK Electricity Market Reform (“EMR”) 
Goals and Challenges

 Meeting economy-wide 2050 carbon reduction targets requires   
UK to effectively decarbonise its power sector during the 2030s*

 To this end (and also meet 15% economy-wide renewables target), 
renewables will need to reach 30% of electricity sales by 2020

 Low-carbon generation investment requirements:   ̴£70-75 billion 
in the next 10 year (over double investment rate of previous 10) 

 Imperative to attract investment from new entrants
 New investment weakened by low levels of liquidity and other structural 

characteristics of UK wholesale electricity markets

 System will need increasing amounts of flexible capacity to 
maintain resiliency and security 

 In addition to conventional gas and biomass technologies: demand-side 
response, storage, expanded interconnection

*Scenarios have produced ranges from 50‐150 g/kWh (maximum)  on a plant‐specific basis by the early 2030s
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Discussion saved for another day!  
(See Extra Slides)

Phase 1:  “Capacity Auctions” under 
Non-Fossil Fuel Obligation (1990-1998)
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Issues ROCs

Generators Suppliers

Brokers

Ofgem

Sells ROCs

Buyout penalty

ROCs

Sells ROCs

Recycled buyout 
fund

Sell output

Sell ROCs

Adapted from Ofgem, Renewables Obligation  Annual Reports, as presented in:  Learning from Experience?  The development of the 
Renewables Obligation in England and Wales 2002‐2010, Woodman and C Mitchell (2011)

Basic Operation of the Renewables Obligation
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Note: ROCs “banded” by 
technology type; and  ROC 
market price level supported 
by “head room” factored 
into RO quantities/quotas

Obligation: 3% (2002‐3) to 
10.4% (2010‐11) and
15.6% (2015‐16) of supply 
from any eligible renewables
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From:  “Learning From Experience: The Development of the Renewables Obligation in England and Wales, 2002‐2010” (B Woodman and C 
Mitchell, Energy Policy Group, University of Exeter forthcoming Energy Policy article) compiled from DECC, Digest of UK Energy Statistics

UK Renewable Electricity Production (MWh): 1996 to Present   
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As of 2009:  6.6% of electricity sales from renewables vs. 30% needed by 2020
Mix dominated by landfill gas and on‐shore wind; no significant new entrants
As of 2009:  6.6% of electricity sales from renewables vs. 30% needed by 2020
Mix dominated by landfill gas and on‐shore wind; no significant new entrants
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Key Questions for UK Renewables Policy under EMR 

1) How to Increase the Rate of Investment/Deployment of 
Renewables to Meet this Level of Ambition

 What are the “lessons learned” from UK and European 
experience in market support for renewables?

 What designs can best achieve the goals at good value to 
consumers?

2) What Reforms are Required to Enable and Sustain a 
Reliable, Decarbonised Power Sector Going Forward 
 What impact will “success” have on the dispatch and investment signals 

under current wholesale market arrangements? 

 What changes are needed to create the signals required for a future, 
decarbonised power sector? 

 How to ensure sufficient quantity of flexible capacity and related 
ancillary services?  “The reliability dimension” will be different!
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Revenue Support for Renewables under EMR

 Why Not Just “Tinker” with the RO?
 Banded design and other features creates a complicated        

“want-a-be” FiT (fixed premium)  unlikely to meet the                
level of ambition/goals  going forward…

 And not meeting its own minimum quotas (about 1/3 short)

 Need new entrants, RO is “exclusive” not “inclusive”

 EMR Candidates Considered (lead agency proposal)
 Premium Feed-in-Tariff (FiT)
 Fixed FiT
 FiT w/Contract for Differences (“Cfd”)

-Available to All Low-Carbon Technologies
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Premium FiT
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Fixed FiT
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FiT with Cfd
(fixed “strike price” tariff ; technology-differentiated) 
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Revenues for different generators under a CfD scheme 
based on ability to sell above the average prices
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How Do Risks Compare under FiT Candidates?

Source:  Electricity Market Reform Consultation Document (December 2010), Table 5, page 57 



Why this Variation of FiT Preferred?* 

Cfd and fixed FiT advantages over variable FiT:  
 Gives greater confidence under low gas price/high demand scenario 

because long-term energy price risk is removed;
 Reduces financing costs (cost of capital) to a greater degree, reducing 

overall cost to society;
 Might be more attractive to a wider group of investors; (e.g., smaller 

independent generators/institutional investors)
 More effective in the long-term to support low-carbon generation, as 

decarbonisation leads to greater prevalence of zero and negative prices
 Compatibility with carbon price support (now adopted)--would not 

push up payments to generators   if the government decides to increase the 
target carbon price.
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*brief summary  from “Performance against Criteria” (pp. 53-64)EMR December 2010 consultation document 



Why this Variation of FiT Preferred?* 

 Advantage of variable FiT vis-à-vis Cfd: 
 Practicality: Closest to system currently in market (RO), easiest to implement as an 

incremental change 

 Advantages of fixed FiT vis-à-vis Cfd:
 Bigger impact on reducing barriers to entry by mitigating additional risks  

 Other: Tax and Spend implications: which will have greater 
impact/be more manageable?
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*brief summary  from “Performance against Criteria” (pp. 53-64)EMR December 2010 consultation document 

Tipping Point Consideration for Cfd vs Fixed FiT
 Maintains current market signals/incentives for 

All low‐carbon resources getting market support 
(e.g., encourages plant maintenance when demand and prices are low)



The Cfd Option: Challenges/Issues 

 Does it sufficiently mitigate relevant risks? 

 given the UK market realities (incl. off-take risks)

 Are the compelling “efficiency” benefits overstated? 

 given the UK market realities and 

 inability of many renewables to respond to short-term 
wholesale prices?

 Does it sufficiently build on lessons learned?  

 Who will come to the table?

 Does a one-size approach fit all?

 What are the implementation challenges? 
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(PRIOR) NON‐FOSSIL 
FUEL OBLIG. (NFFO)

CURRENT RENEWABLES 
OBLIG. (RO)

PRICE Competitive Auctions 
(bid price if winner)

ROC market value, residual 
spot market, negot. terms 

w/suppliers

SALES/OFF‐TAKE Fixed term contracts Sales in resid. spot market or 
negot. terms w/suppliers

BALANCING No risks High risks

TECHNOLOGY SPECIFIC? Yes Initially no, beginning 2009 
yes (RO bands); 

RESOURCES ELIGIBLE Renewables  Same as NFFO

SIGNIF. NEW ENTRANTS Yes No

OTHER

Winning bidders operate 
outside the voluntary 
spot market & bilateral 
contracting  w/suppliers

All renewables participate in 
voluntary spot market and 

bilateral contracting 
w/suppliers

Comparison of NFFO, RO and Leading CFD proposal

EMR CONSULT LEAD 
PROPOSAL (CFD)

Long‐term "top off" 
strike price set rel. to 

market price 
index/average

Same as RO

Same as RO

Yes for strike price, tbd
for market price referent

All low‐carbon 
generators, renewables,  

nuclear & CCS

??

Same as RO



Who Will Come to the Cfd Table?  

Most Likely Candidates--given UK energy market 
 Mature low-carbon technologies (and the nearest commercial options) 

 e.g., nuclear, landfill gas, onshore wind, co-firing 

 Who are able to negotiate power purchase agreements with 
(primarily) incumbent energy suppliers 

 Emerging technologies?

 Energy efficiency (under forward, long-term contracts)?

 New entrants in general?
 Including new retail suppliers?

Does one-size Cfd support approach  fit all?
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Key Implementation Issues/Challenges 

 How to set the “average market price” for the Cfd difference payment
 Should they be technology specific to address “basis” risk?  (e.g., index closer to real-

time for wind), and if so, how? 

 How to minimize potential gaming (and related market power issues)?

 How to set the technology-differentiated Cfd “top off” strike price

 Use auctions/competitive tenders to establish strike prices?

 Institutional arrangements need to be sorted
 Role of government agency, brokers/exchanges, etc.

 Lack of liquidity in current market needs to be addressed sufficiently 
 Ofgem proposals to increase liquidity—are they enough to address sales/off-take risks? 

Encourage new entrants?

 Orderly transition to maintain investor confidence/avoid hiatus
 Means to “vintage” the RO being evaluated; also devolution issues (Scotland, N. Ireland)
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What’s the “Answer” for
Renewable Energy Support for Europe?

Depends on the Challenge Question(s):

 What is the level of ambition for renewables 
deployment/investment by the 2030s in light of renewables and 
decarbonisation targets? 

 What will the future decarbonised, integrated European 
electricity market need to look like to enable and sustain this 
level of ambition and maintain a resiliant and reliabile power 
system for the long-haul? 

 What should be the objectives for “harmonising” 
renewable support schemes in this broader context?
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About RAP
The Regulatory Assistance Project (RAP) is a global, non-profit team 
of experts that focuses on the long-term economic and environmental 

sustainability of the power and natural gas sectors. RAP has deep 
expertise in regulatory and market policies that:

▪ Promote economic efficiency
▪ Protect the environment
▪ Ensure system reliability
▪ Allocate system benefits fairly among all consumers

Learn more about RAP at www.raponline.org

Meg Gottstein, Principal, The Regulatory Assistance Project 
mgottstein@raponline.org
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Extra Slides

• 4-point UK EMR plan
• NFFO description slides
• EMR four point plan
• Extra slides on “implications of success” 

and related issues
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EMR proposals – a four point plan
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 “Must-take” output obligation placed on (14) newly-privatised
regional electricity companies (“RECs”)

 Developers invited to submit competitive bids for NFFO rounds of 
auctions for renewables, for MWs of “declared net capacity”

 Winners received fixed price per kWh for all output over fixed # years
 NFFO auction “evolved” into the following design (by 1994): 

 differentiated by technology “bands”  
 subject to cost caps  (limited funding)
 awarded actual bid price (per kWh) 
 must-take electricity for 15 years* 
 no penalties for “no shows”

Phase 1:  “Capacity Auctions” under 
Non-Fossil Fuel Obligation (1990-1998)
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Non-Fossil Fuel Obligation (NFFO)  Capacity Auctions for Renewables 
(1990-1998)

Non‐Fossil 
Purchasing Agency

Auctions by 
Technology 

resource/type

14 Regional 
Electricity 

Companies (RECs) 

Winning 
Bidders 
paid  bid 
price

Specified for each auction (5 total):
‐‐ # MWs to auction by technology 
‐‐ contract term (# years)
‐‐with price caps & funding limits

Developers for each 
technol. specific auction 
submit price/kWh for  

“declared net capacity”* 

“Must‐take” obligation for output 
from  winners at bid price/kWh for 
fixed term (e.g., 15 years by NFFO #3)

*DNC =highest generation of electricity that could be maintained indefinitely without causing damage to the plant, 
less amount  of that capacity consumed by the plant. DNC value establihed for each technology.  

levy on all 
consumer 

bills

Price Premium



How NFFO Design “Evolved” Over Time

 NFFO #1: Essentially cost-plus, each project assessed 
separately; contract term 8 years or less

 NFFO #2: Contracts awarded on the basis of 
competitive bidding in technology bands; “strike” or 
marginal price paid to each contract in the band

 NFFOs #3 to#5: Contracts awarded their bid price, 
rather than strike price within band, contract term 
extended to 15 years, “out clauses” introduced

See:  The British Electricity Experiment, John Surrey editor (1997), Chapter 8 and
The Political Economy of Sustainable Energy, Catherine Mitchell (2010), Chapter 5
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NFFO:  “a foot in the door” for renewables

 Essentially a limited ($) competitively bid, fixed FiT
 Focus on minimising costs/bid prices and other design characteristics 

greatly inhibited project development

 Encouraged gaming (bidding low) to beat out competition--no penalties for companies 
who won bid but did not take up a contract

 “Winner’s remorse” from intense competition for contracts (driven by pent-up demand 
and limited funding) and low cost-cap

 Obstacles for small local investors—resulted in predominance of large firms
 Design features exacerbated local planning concerns and opposition (e.g., drove waves 

of developers to windiest, most scenic sites)

 Result: Only 13% of the NFFO contracts were ever built
 Did not encourage emerging technologies—auctions not well-suited
 Shortcomings correctable through improved auction/tender design?
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Renewables Obligation (RO): (2002 to Present)

 RO replaced NFFO with unbundling of RECs and other changes
 Initial design objectives:

• Overcome delivery problems of NFFO 
• Continue to use competition to deliver least-cost solutions
• Be “technology neutral”
• Require renewables to fully participate in electricity market,

albeit with a form of subsidy (reflected in higher energy prices)      

 Obligation shifted to retail energy suppliers (“Big Six”)*
 Government set quantity (“must-buy”) requirements for each
 Price and contract terms negotiated in the electricity market
 Compliance demonstrated through a tradable certificate scheme

• “Renewable Obligation Certificates” or “ROCs” for MWhs generated

*The UK electricity market is dominated by six major, vertically integrated  energy companies—E.ON, RWE power, SSE, EDF, 
Centrica and Scottish Power, the so called “Big Six”).  Collectively, the Big Six serve 99 per cent of the retail market and 
comprise nearly 70 per cent of the wholesale generation market .  DECC/HMT Energy Market Assessment (March 2010)
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Original Operation=Renewable Portfolio Standard

 Each supplier required to provide certain proportion of 
supply from renewable sources, or pay a penalty
• Increased annually from 3% in 2002-03 to 10.4% in 

2010-2011 and 15.6% in 2015-2016
• Supply could come from any eligible technology
• Penalty or “buy-out” price effectively set upper limit 

for price of renewable power
 Renewable generators awarded 1 ROC for each MWh of 

electricity generated
• Could sell ROCs with output, or separately
• All technologies competed against each other
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RO has been refined to try to address lack 
of sufficient development of renewables

 ROC price “cliff edge” when annual RO target met or nearly 
met  (zero demand = zero price)
– Introduced “guaranteed headroom” in establishing 

targets*
 Less mature technologies  not being developed 

– “Banding” of the RO--different # of ROCs/MWh by 
technology*

 RO of particular limited benefit to smaller-scale technologies 
― Feed-in-Tariff introduced for projects up to 5 MW
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* Result of these Changes: RO resembling a (complicated) “Fixed Premium” FiT



UK Market Support to Date: 
Similar Key Design Objectives

Under both NFFO and RO:
 Government sets “quantities” not prices
 Competition should establish prices
 Some differentiation among technologies                            

(e.g., ROC value, auction bands)
 Prices “capped” in some way (e.g., auction price caps          

or buy-out prices)
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But…With Key Differences for Developers’ 
Expected Revenues and Risks



Key Differences on Developers 
Expected Revenues and Risks 

 Key Differences
 Under NFFO, winning bidders knew their expected revenue stream for their output 

(price and length of fixed contract quantities determined at the outset) 

 Under RO, individual developers required to navigate “off-take” (sales)  uncertainty by 
negotiating with suppliers within a challenging UK market (esp. for new entrants)  

 Under RO, value of ROCs determined the “price premium” for renewables, but 
fluctuated significantly--contributing to revenue uncertainty for project development 

 RO results to date:
 Only reasonably well-developed technologies have benefitted, few new entrants

into market , and targets/expectations  not met 

 Results to date fall short (by about 1/3) of RO targets

 Renewables  today= 6.6% of total electricity sales (2009); 

 EMR target )= 30% by 2020 (to meet economy-wide binding targets)
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Implications of “Success” on Current 
Power Market Paradigm

Four key impacts on UK market dispatch and investment signals 
predicted by 2020s if renewables market support is successful:

1) Major changes to level and variability of wholesale electricity prices 
and resulting dispatch/investment signals

 Many more hours near-zero or even negative energy prices
 Unpredictable intervals of extremely high scarcity pricing

Resulting in:

2) Dramatically reduced ability of energy-only market to attract the 
“next generation” of investment in clean energy supplies

 Investments to replace wind turbines, add new ones, post-demonstration 
CCS technologies, etc.
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Implications of “Success” (continued)

3) Fundamental changes to relationship between supply and demand
for least-cost dispatch:

 Where generation is dispatched less often to follow demand (e.g. as 
peaking resource), and

 Optimal dispatch will  increasingly require “flexing” of demand 
around availability of clean, low-running cost (but intermittant) 
renewables 

4) Increasing need for flexible capacity to maintain system reliability
 Dispatchable reliability resources that can “fill in” for intermittant

renewables  when they are not available, as well as shape demand 
up or down
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